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The depletion of fossil fuel and advancement in technology have made the wind generation as one of the
important renewable energy source. With lot of wind generation systems added to the grid, issues related
to the integration of wind generation with grid are also increasing. One such problem is grid instability
due to multiple wind generation systems getting isolated from the grid during fault. In order to improve
grid stability, wind energy systems are expected to ride-through the disturbances in the grid, called as
fault ride-through capability. In this paper, the fault ride-through capability of an induction generator
based wind generation system is estimated in terms of critical clearing time (CCT). A comparative study
on determination of CCT using approximate steady state model and transient model of squirrel cage
induction generator has been done. It was observed that when operating slip is high, CCT is same for both
the cases while it differs significantly at lower operating slip values. A method has been proposed to
improve the fault ride-through capability of induction generator based wind generation system using
dynamic voltage Restorer (DVR). Simulation studies have been done on a grid connected squirrel cage
induction generator based wind generation system and the results are presented.

� 2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction approximate steady state model. The steady state approximation
Rise in the demand of electric power and depletion of fossil fuels
led to large penetration of renewable energy sources in the electri-
cal network. Among various renewable energy sources, wind gener-
ation is growing at a rate of 20% annually. It is estimated that by
2020 up to 12% of the world’s electricity will be supplied by wind
power generation [1]. Because of varying nature of wind, integration
of large amount of wind generating systems into electric grid
becomes very challenging. Usually, during fault, wind generation
system will be disconnected from grid in order to avoid any damage
to the system. As more and more wind generating systems are
removed, grid instability may occur due to the mismatch between
power demand and supply. In order to improve the stability
of the grid, it is desirable for the existing as well as new wind energy
systems, to remain connected with grid during faults in the grid [2].

The ability of wind generation system to ride-through the fault
is measured as fault ride through (FRT) capability [3]. In this paper,
FRT is estimated in terms of critical clearing time (CCT). When a
fault occurs in a wind generation system connected to a grid, the
speed of the generator rotor increases. When the fault is cleared
before the generator rotor speed reaches the maximum speed, that
is, critical speed, system will be stable. The time that elapses be-
tween the occurrence of fault and the fault clearing, just before
the system becomes unstable, is defined as CCT [4]. In [5,6], CCT
of grid connected induction generator was found by considering
ll rights reserved.
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of squirrel cage induction generator may not give accurate CCT
as the transient behaviour of SCIG is neglected. In this work, the
CCTs, computed using both the methods, are compared.

Dynamic Voltage Restorer (DVR) is a custom power device used
to mitigate sags, swells and other power quality issues [7,8]. In this
paper, the dynamic voltage restorer has been used to improve CCT
of the SCIG based wind generation system. The improvement in
CCT for various control strategies of DVR are compared and the
simulation results are presented.

2. Modelling of induction generator

A squirrel cage induction generator based wind generation sys-
tem connected to grid is shown in Fig. 1. The system comprises of
an induction generator connected to infinite bus through a trans-
former and two parallel transmission lines.

The squirrel cage induction generator is modeled as a third or-
der dynamic system in synchronous reference frame. The stator
and rotor winding voltage equations in dq0 reference frame in
per unit [9] are given as

vqs ¼ rsiqs �xswds þ
d
dt

wqs

xb
ð1Þ

vds ¼ rsids þxswqs þ
d
dt

wds

xb
ð2Þ

0 ¼ rriqr � sxswdr þ
d
dt

wqr

xb
ð3Þ

d wdr
0 ¼ rridr þ sxswqr þ dt xb
ð4Þ
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Nomenclature

Induction generator
vds, vqs stator voltages in dq0 reference frame
ids, iqs stator currents in dq0 reference frame
idr, iqr rotor currents in dq0 reference frame
wds, wqs stator flux linkages in dq0 reference frame
wdr, wqr rotor flux linkages in dq0 reference frame
E0ds; E0qs voltage behind transient reactance in dq0 reference

frame
rs stator winding resistance
rr rotor winding resistance
xs stator winding reactance
xr rotor winding reactance
x0s transient reactance
xm mutual reactance between stator and rotor windings

xs synchronous speed
xr angular velocity of rotor
xb base frequency in rad/s
H inertia constant of generator
s slip
T 00 open circuit transient time constant
Tm mechanical torque
Te electromagnetic torque developed

System
xtr transmission line reactance
xtf transformer reactance
POC point of connection of SCIG with the grid
di angle of line current with respect to grid voltage

xtr
xs’ xtf

x tr

IG ∞
Induction 
Generator

Transformer Grid

1 2 3
Line 1

Line 2

Wind 
Turbine

Fig. 1. Single line diagram of SCIG based wind generation connected to grid.
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The flux linkages of stator and rotor winding in per unit are given as

wds

wdr

� �
¼

xs �xm

�xm xr

� �
ids

idr

� �
ð5Þ

wqs

wqr

" #
¼

xs �xm

�xm xr

� �
iqs

iqr

� �
ð6Þ

Upon neglecting the transients in stator flux linkage in (1) and (2),
the reduced transient single mass model of induction generator is
described by the following algebraic differential equations,

vqs ¼ rsiqs � x0sids þ E0qs ð7Þ
vds ¼ rsids þ x0siqs þ E0ds ð8Þ

Te ¼
1
xs

E0qsiqs þ E0dsids

h i
ð9Þ

d
dt

E0qs

xbxs
¼ � 1

T 00
E0qs þ xs � x0s

� �
ids

h i
þ sE0ds ð10Þ

d
dt

E0ds

xbxs
¼ � 1

T 00
E0ds � xs � x0s

� �
iqs

� �
� sE0qs ð11Þ

d
dt

xr

xbxs
¼ 1

2H
½Te � Tm� ð12Þ

where

E0qs ¼
xm

xr
xswdr; E0ds ¼ �

xm

xr
xswqr

x0s ¼ xs �
x2

m

xr
; T 00 ¼

xr

rr
Vb ∠0

Es ∠δ
=E’qs+jE’ds

Fig. 2. Steady state equivalent circuit of a SCIG connected to grid.
3. Estimation of fault ride-through (FRT) capability

Fault ride-through capability is the ability of the generator to
ride through the fault occurring in the network and remain con-
nected to the network. FRT capability can thus be estimated in
two ways one is the maximum amount of power that the generator
can inject into the network in such a way that the generator effec-
tively ride’s-through the fault. The other way of estimating the FRT
capability is the maximum amount of time the generator can re-
main connected during the fault. The later way is nothing but
the estimation of the FRT capability in terms of critical clearing
time (CCT). In [5], CCT is calculated using approximate steady state
model of induction generator. This is explained in the following
section.

3.1. Calculation of critical slip and critical clearing time for a
three-phase fault, neglecting machine transients

A three-phase to ground fault is considered at the middle of
transmission line 2, for the system shown in Fig. 1. It is assumed
that after the fault is cleared, system returns to its pre-fault condi-
tion. The induction generator can be represented as a voltage
source, Es\d, behind a transient reactance, x0s. The electrical equiv-
alent circuit of induction generator connected to the grid is shown
in Fig. 2. In Fig. 2, Es\d represents the internal voltage of induction
generator, Vb\0 represents the grid voltage and it is taken as refer-
ence and x0s, xtf, xtr are the transient reactances of induction gener-
ator, transformer and transmission lines, respectively. Motor
convention is adopted throughout this paper. Stator resistance is
neglected. For generator operation, slip and electro-magnetic tor-
que is taken as negative. The prefault and during three-phase mid-
point fault, currents bIspre and bIsdur to the generator are given by,

bIspre ¼
ðbV b � bEsÞ

j x0s þ xtf þ xtr=2
� � ð13Þ

bIsdur ¼
ðbV b=3� bEsÞ

j x0s þ xtf þ xtr=3
� � ð14Þ
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In per unit, the rotor real power and torque are same, that is, Pe = Te;

Substituting (13) and (14) in Te ¼ Re bEs
bI�sh i

, the steady state torque

corresponding to pre-fault Tepre and during fault Tedur, are calculated
in terms of slip and network parameters as given in (15) and (16).

Tepre ¼
sT 00 xs � x0s
� �

ðxs þ xtf þ xtr=2Þ2 þ s2T 020 x0s þ xtf þ xtr=2
� �2 jbV bj2 ð15Þ

Tedur ¼
sT 00 xs � x0s
� �

ðxs þ xtf þ xtr=3Þ2 þ s2T 020 x0s þ xtf þ xtr=3
� �2

bV b

3

�����
�����
2

ð16Þ

The torque-slip characteristics of SCIG in pre-fault condition
and during fault condition for a constant mechanical input torque,
Tm, is shown in Fig. 3. The pre-fault and during fault torque-slip
characteristics is governed by (15) and (16) respectively. In steady
state condition, the electromagnetic torque Te is equal to the
mechanical torque Tm at two different slips s0 and scrit. The operat-
ing point a corresponding to slip s0, is a stable operating point.
Whereas the operating point b, corresponding to the slip scrit, is
unstable. The machine is operating initially at the stable operating
point a corresponding to slip s0. Immediately after the occurance of
fault, the electrical torque Te decreases due to changes in the sys-
tem topology. Now, the machine is operating at point c as shown
in Fig. 3. As Tm > Te, from machine motion Eq. (12), there is a net
accelerating torque and the slip gradually increases and the oper-
ating point moves along the during fault torque-slip curve shown
in Fig. 3. The system will be stable only if the fault is cleared in such
a way that the increase in slip does not go beyond scrit, that is at
point d, then the machine will return to its stable equilibrium
point. Any increase in slip beyond scrit will make the system unsta-
ble [3,10]. Thus, the critical speed xcrit of an induction generator
can be defined as maximum speed the machine can attain before
losing its stability [5]. The critical speed can be calculated from
the equivalent circuit of induction generator. From Fig. 2, the fol-
lowing expression can be written,bV b ¼ bEs þ j x0s þ xtf þ xtr=2

� �bIs ð17Þ

where bEs ¼ E0qs þ jE0ds; bIs ¼ i0qs þ ji0ds

By multiplying (11) by complex operator j and adding with (10)
leads to,

d
dt

E0qs þ jE0ds

	 

xbxs

¼ � 1
T 00

E0qs þ jE0ds

	 

þ xs � x0s
� �

ðids � jiqsÞ
h i

þ s E0ds � jE0qs

	 

ð18Þ

In steady state, d
dt

E0qsþjE0dsð Þ
xbxs

¼ 0 and on rearranging (18),

bEs ¼
j xs � x0s
� �
1þ jsT 00
� �bIs ð19Þ
Electro-m
agnetic Torque Te ,pu

Slip s0sCrit

cd

b a

Tm

Before & After fault

During fault

Fig. 3. System trajectory for a 3U-fault at the mid-point of the transmission line 2.
Substituting the above equation in (17), bIs is obtained as

bIs ¼
1þ jsT 00
� �

j xs � x0s
� �

þ j x0s þ xtf þ xtr=2
� �

1þ jsT 00
� � bV b ð20Þ

In per unit, the rotor real power and torque are same. The active
power generated by rotor Pe can be calculated as

Pe ¼ Te ¼ Re bEs
bI�sh i

ð21Þ

Substituting bIs in (19) and (21), and after rearranging, leads to

ms2 þ nsþ p ¼ 0 ð22Þ

where m¼ x0sþxtr=2
� �2T 020 Te; n¼� xs�x0s

� �
T 00jVbj2; p¼ðxsþxtr=2Þ2Te

On solving the above second order polynomial equation of
slip for a given Te = Tm, two values of slip corresponding to s0

and scrit can be obtained. The operating and critical speed can
be obtained from the corresponding slips as given in (23) and
(24).

x0 ¼ ð1� s0Þxs ð23Þ

xcrit ¼ ð1� scritÞxs ð24Þ

In [6], the critical clearing time tcrit was calculated as the time
required for the system to reach the critical speed. Thus, from ma-
chine’s motion Eq. (12),

t ¼
Z scrit

s0

2H
Tm � TeðsÞ

ds ð25Þ

tcrit can be obtained by solving above equation using numerical
methods. The major assumption in computing tcrit from (25) is that
the system transients are neglected [5] and hence the fault can be
cleared exactly at scrit. It will be shown in the simulation results that
neglecting the transients will not give accurate tcrit.
4. Modelling of DVR

A Dynamic Voltage Restorer (DVR) is a power electronic device
consisting a voltage source inverter (VSI) with a DC-link and it
injects voltage and power in series with the system in order to
mitigate the voltage sags, swells, and interruptions. DVR can also
supply the active power as the energy storage device is connected
to the DC-link. In the present work, DVR has been used for
improving CCT of SCIG connected to grid. It is assumed the DVR
is operational only during fault and becomes unoperational during
steady state. DVR is placed in the system as shown in Fig. 4. In
Fig. 4, Vse\dse represents the voltage injected by the DVR with
respect to the point of coupling (POC).

The modelling of DVR is done by converting single machine
infinite bus (SMIB) into single machine finite bus (SMFB) [11],
where voltage magnitude and angle of the finite bus are not fixed
but are variable and the generator output power can directly be
expressed in terms of DVR control parameters. The portion of the
network to the right hand side of POC is converted into a
dependable voltage source which is a function of grid voltage,
internal voltage of induction generator and reactance of the entire
network.

The DVR injected voltage can be expressed as [11], neglecting
stator resistance,

Vse\dse ¼ rejcVm\dm ð26Þ

where r and c are the magnitude and angle of DVR voltage with re-
spect to POC voltage Vm\dm.

The voltage and angle Vm and dm, of the SMFB system shown in
Fig. 5, are given as



Fig. 4. Steady state equivalent circuit of SMIB system with DVR.
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dm ¼ tan�1 aEs sin dþ rbVb sin cþ rc sin cðaEs cos dþ bVbÞ=k
aEs cos dþ bVb � rbVb cos c� rc cos cðaEs sin dÞ=k

� �
ð27Þ

Vm ¼
aEs cosðd� dmÞ þ bVb cos dm

aþ bþ c � rðbþ cÞ cos c
ð28Þ

where

k ¼ aþ bþ c � rðbþ cÞ cos c
a ¼ 1=x1; b ¼ 1=x2; c ¼ 1=x3;

x1 ¼ x0s þ xtf

x2 ¼ xtr=2 during pre-fault and post-fault condition
¼ xtr during fault

x3 ¼ 1 during pre-fault and post-fault condition
¼ xtr=2 during fault

The dependent voltage source Vm\dm depends on the parameters r
and c of DVR. By controlling r and c of DVR, the dependent source
voltage magnitude Vm and angle dm can be controlled there by con-
trolling the real and reactive power flow in the transmission line.

5. DVR control schemes

The control scheme consists of two control loops, one for the
real power flow tracking and another for the reactive power flow
tracking at Point of Coupling (POC). This is done by the appropriate
injection of voltage by the DVR. This voltage can be decomposed
into real and imaginary quantities which affect the tracked powers.bV se ¼ Vq þ jVp ð29Þ

Applying KVL to the circuit shown in Fig. 4, the voltage at POC can
be writtenbV m ¼ bV se þ jxtreq

bI þ bV b ð30Þ

where xtreq = xtr/2. Substituting (29) in (30) and equating real and
imaginary terms on both sides of the above equation, one gets
Fig. 5. Steady state equivalent circuit of SMFB.
Vm sin dm ¼ Vp þ Ixtreq cos di ð31Þ
Vm cos dm ¼ Vq þ Ixtreq sin di þ Vb ð32Þ

Multiplying the above equations by Vb and rearranging, the power
flow equations at the grid can be obtained as following

Pb ¼
VbVm

xtreq
sin dm �

VbVp

xtreq
ð33Þ

Qb ¼
VbVm

xtreq
cos dm �

V2
b

xtreq
� VbVq

xtreq
ð34Þ

Thus, from above equations, DVR injected voltage component,
Vp, orthogonal to the POC voltage will control the real power flow
and Vq, component in-phase with the POC voltage controls the
reactive power flow. Both voltages, Vp and Vq, are obtained by PI
(proportional-integral) controllers as illustrated in Fig. 6 [12].

The integral controller will minimize the steady state error
while controlling the real and reactive line power flows. From
the values of Vp and Vq, DVR parameters r and c can be obtained
as shown below,

r ¼ jVsej
jVmj

ð35Þ

c ¼ dse � dm ð36Þ
6. Control strategy for DVR

There are three control strategies for DVR according to the val-
ues of DVR parameters Vp and Vq [12–14]. Voltage control: In this
control, Vse is in phase with Vpoc. Thus, magnitude of voltage of
POC alone is varied by varying r from 0 to rmax. Here, the Vp com-
ponent of DVR voltage Vse is zero and therefore no control over real
power flow. Hence, the PI controller tracks only the POC reactive
power. The phasor diagram of this control strategy is shown in
Fig. 7a.

Power control: In this control, both c and r are varied to track
the real and reactive power flow references. The angle of series in-
jected voltage dse is varied with respect to POC voltage. The phasor
diagram of this control strategy is shown in Fig. 7b.

Reactance control: This control method is similar to automatic
power control strategy except Vse is injected in quadrature to the
line current. It is similar to inserting a series capacitor to
Fig. 6. PI controller for DVR.



(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 7. Phasor diagram of SMIB system with DVR using (a) voltage control strategy (b) automatic power control strategy (c) reactance control strategy.
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compensate the line reactance. The phasor diagram of this control
strategy is shown in Fig. 7c.
7. Simulation results

The proposed method of improving CCT of SCIG based wind
generator through DVR is applied to the system shown in Fig. 2.
The parameter of the system shown in Fig. 2 are given in Table 1.
A 3-/ fault is applied at the mid-point of transmission line 2.

The steady state torque-slip characteristic of squirrel cage
induction generator for pre-fault (curve 1) and during fault (curve
2) using Eqs. (15) and (16) are shown in Fig. 8. The input mechan-
ical torque is taken as �0.6 pu. From (22), the rated slip corre-
sponding to Tm = �0.6 pu is s0 = �0.0230 and the critical slip is
scrit = �0.4917. Fig. 8a and b shows the torque-slip characteristics,
for the midpoint fault at line 2, with approximate steady state
model, as given in [5,6], and with transient model as given in
Eqs. (10)–(12). Numerical methods have been used to integrate
Eqs. (10)–(12) with respect to time in case of transient model.

In Fig. 8a, when a three-phase fault at midpoint of line is applied
at t = 0 s, the electromagnetic torque, Te, decreases from point a to c
and follows curve-2, that is during-fault curve, assuming that
induction generator follows steady state torque slip characteristic
given in (16). The fault in this case is cleared exactly at the critical
speed scrit, at point d. After fault is cleared the operating point
moves to point b on the pre-fault curve and then moves to operat-
ing point a where it settles. In case the transient model of the
induction generator, given in (10)–(12), are considered then
the fault should be cleared before scrit. The exact speed at which
the fault should be cleared (point d1), sccl, so that the system is sta-
ble can be obtained by trail and error through repeated transient
simulations. Fig. 8b, shows the torque-slip characteristics
Table 1
System Data and Parameters.

Main Parameters (in per units) Values

Generator:
Rated power 1
Rated slip �0.0425
Rated frequency (Hz) 50
Stator resistance 0.0105
Rotor resistance 0.0198
Stator leakage reactance 0.0183
Rotor leakage reactance 0.0183
Magetizing reactance 0.6325
Inertia constant 0.3789

Reactance of transformer 0.01
Reactance of each transmission line 0.4
Proportional constant of PI controller 0.2
Integral constant of PI controller 100
including the transients of the induction generator. It can be
observed from transient curve that the fault is cleared at a slip
sccl (point d1), 0.229, which is much less as compared to the critical
slip scrit(point d), 0.2663, where the fault is cleared without consid-
ering transients. So, the steady state characteristic cannot be used
to calculate CCT as in [5]. Once the slip at which the fault is cleared,
that is at scrit in case of steady state characteristics and sccl in case of
transient characteristics, is known then CCT can be calculated from
machine’s motion Eq. (12) and is given by,

t ¼
Z

2H
Tm � TeðsÞ

ds ð37Þ

Here, Te(s) = Tedur. tcrit can be obtained by solving above equations
using numerical methods. A comparison was done in calculating
CCT with approximate steady state model and transient model for
different operating conditions and was tabulated as shown in
Table 2. In Table 2, CCT-1 is the CCT calculated from steady state
characteristics, that is, tcrit is obtained by integrating above equation
from s0 to scrit. CCT-2 is the CCT calculated from transient character-
istics, where sccl is found out through trial and error method and
thereby tccl is found by integrating (37) from s0 to sccl.

From the Table 2, it can be observed that for higher operating
slip values, both CCT-1 and CCT-2 are same. But for lower operat-
ing slip values, CCT-1 and CCT-2 differ widely. Hence, steady state
characteristics cannot be used for computing CCT. Also from
Table 2, it can be readily seen that as mechanical torque increases,
CCT decreases as the area available for deceleration, without
becoming unstable, is less.

The effect of DVR on CCT of a SCIG based wind generation is
evaluated. Four cases were considered: (i) Without DVR in the sys-
tem (ii) With DVR in the system operated in voltage control mode
(iii) With DVR in the system operated in power control mode and
(iv) With DVR in the system operated in reactance control mode.
The variation of slip, real power, reactive power and voltage with
respect to time for various DVR control strategies are shown in
Figs. 9–12.

Case (i): The critical slip of the induction generator for rated tor-
que of �1 pu as calculated from (22) is 0.2663. The crit-
ical clearing time as obtained from trial and error
method corresponding to the critical slip 0.2663, is
230 ms as shown in Table 3. At the instant of fault, Te

decreases therefore real power generation decreases,
speed of the induction generator increases drastically
in super-synchronous region as can be observed from
Figs. 9 and 10.

Case (ii): The DVR is placed in the system as shown in Fig. 4. The
value of r and c will vary according to the PI controller.
In this control, only r is allowed to vary and c is kept
constant at 0�. The critical clearing time with DVR in
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Fig. 8. Torque-slip characteristic of SCIG based on (a) approximate steady state model (b) transient model.

Table 2
Comparison of CCTs.

Mechanical
torque (pu)

s0 scrit CCT-1 (steady
state)

CCT-2
(transient)

�1.4 �0.0813 �0.1393 0.0389 0.03
�1.2 �0.0563 �0.2010 0.1165 0.11
�1.0 �0.0425 �0.2663 0.2219 0.22
�0.8 �0.0320 �0.3540 0.4179 0.42
�0.6 �0.0230 �0.4917 0.8577 0.71
�0.4 �0.0150 �0.7571 2.3891 1.50
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the system, and operating in voltage control mode, is
obtained as 240 ms as given in Table 3, which is
10 ms above the CCT without DVR.

Case (iii): In the power control strategy the value of r and c are
varied in accordance with the reference real and reac-
tive power. c is varied with respect to POC voltage.
The tcrit obtained in case (iii) is 280 ms which is higher
by 26.08% as compared to without DVR case.

Case (iv): In reactance control strategy also both r and c are
varied. dse is varied with respect to line current thus
making DVR to act as a variable capacitor. From Table 3,
it can be seen that CCT is improved by 21.74% with
respect to without DVR condition.

From Figs. 9–12, it can be seen that for case (i), (ii) and (iv), the
peak over shoot is more and CCT is also less compared to case (iii).
The power control strategy contribute more to reactive power
compensation than any other control strategies as can be seen in
Fig. 11. For case (iii), the peak over shoot and under shoot in power
oscillations is less compared to all other modes of DVR operation
with significant improvement in CCT with a compromise in settling
time as compared to without DVR case. Hence, DVR in power con-
trol mode is more suitable for improving CCT as compared to other
modes of operation.
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Fig. 9. Variation of slip for different DVR control schemes.
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Fig. 10. Variation of real power at POC for different DVR control schemes.
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Fig. 11. Variation of reactive power at POC for DVR control schemes.
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Fig. 12. Variation of voltage magnitude at POC for DVR control schemes.

Table 3
Comparison of CCT for different DVR control
strategies.

tcrit (ms)

Without DVR 230

With DVR
a. Voltage control 240
b. Power control 290
c. Reactance control 280
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From Figs. 9–12 it is seen that the settling time increases with
increase in CCT. In order to compare the settling time of the system
oscillations for different DVR control strategies with same fault
clearing time, the fault has been cleared at 230 ms for all cases.
From Figs. 13, 14, it is seen that the settling time of oscillations
are much improved in case (iii) and (iv) as compared to without
DVR case. At the time of fault clearing the real power transfer to
the POC with DVR is higher as compared to the case without
DVR. The power transfer at the fault clearing time with DVR oper-
ating in power control strategy is greater compared to other con-
trol strategies. This contributes to the system stability.

In voltage control, only Vq and therefore reactive power alone is
controlled as given by Eqs. (33) and (34). Since CCT improvement
particularly depend on real power transfer, only less improvement
is observed in voltage control as seen in Fig. 15. In reactance con-
trol, even though both the real and reactive power are controlled
by varying the reactance compensation through DVR, the range
of control is minimum. The reactance of DVR is given by the in-
jected DVR voltage divided by the line current. Since the maximum
DVR voltage that can be injected is 0.5 pu [7,8], the reactance con-
trol has only limited range of control. It has to be noted that though
reactance control leads to control real and reactive power, DVR
itself will not inject any real power into the system. In power
control, both real power as well as reactive power are controlled
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Fig. 14. Variation of reactive power at POC for different DVR control schemes with
same fault clearing time of 230 ms.
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Fig. 13. Variation of real power at POC for different DVR control schemes with same
fault clearing time of 230 ms.
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Fig. 15. Variation of electromagnetic torque with slip for different DVR control
schemes with same fault clearing time of 230 ms.
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to improve CCT and hence power control will be superior to other
control modes. From Fig. 15, it can be seen that the whenever fault
occurs, the electromagnetic torque decreases and DVR is turned on.
Because of real power injection in power and reactance control
mode, during-fault curve have been shifted up and hence the clear-
ing slip is less compared to without DVR and voltage control mode.
When power control strategies is compared with reactance control,
it can be observed from Fig. 15 that power control strategies injects
more real power through DVR and leads to a better CCT.

8. Conclusion

The fault ride through capability of a SCIG connected to grid de-
pends on the CCT. In this paper, a comparison was made on the
determination of CCT of a SCIG based wind generation using
approximate steady state model and transient model of SCIG.
Though CCTs, computed based on approximate steady state model
and transient model, at higher operating slips are approximately
same, they vary widely at lower operating slips. Thus, transient
model should be used while determining CCT to get accurate re-
sults. DVR has been used to improve CCT of the system. The DVR
is controlled through different control strategies that is voltage con-
trol, power control and reactance control. It was observed from
simulation results that CCT has improved with DVR in all the three
control strategies as compared to without DVR. Even though the
settling time is more for power control as compared to reactance
control mode, the transient performance of the system is improved
in former case. It can be concluded that power control strategy of
DVR gives a significant improvement in CCT as compared to other
control strategies as well as without DVR.
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